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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS AND RELATED CASES
Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rules 28(a)(1), 35, and 40, Petitioners hereby state
as follows:
A.

Parties
The parties to this appeal are Petitioner the Electronic Privacy Information

Center (“EPIC”), Petitioner Chip Pitts, Petitioner Bruce Schneier, Respondent
Janet Napolitano, in her official capacity as Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, and Respondent the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(“DHS”).
B.

Rulings Under Review
This petition seeks panel rehearing or rehearing en banc of the July 15,

2011, decision of a panel of this Court (Ginsburg, J., joined by Henderson, J. and
Tatel, J.), which found that “Advanced Imaging Technology” (“AIT”) scanners
detect “liquids and powders” and that Transportation Security Officials are
engaged in “law enforcement activity, and held that the Transportation Security
Agency’s (“TSA”) deployment of “AIT” for primary screening in U.S. airports
does not violate the Fourth Amendment or the Video Voyeurism Prevention Act.
Electronic Privacy Information Center v. US Department of Homeland Security, et
al., No. 10-1157, Slip op. at 3, 16-18 (D.C. Cir. Jul. 15, 2011). A copy of the
panel’s decision is attached.
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Related Cases
There are no related cases on appeal.
___/s/ Marc Rotenberg_____
MARC ROTENBERG
JOHN VERDI
GINGER MCCALL
Electronic Privacy Information
Center
1718 Connecticut Ave. NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 483-1140
Counsel for Petitioners Electronic
Privacy Information Center, Chip
Pitts, and Bruce Schneier

Dated: August 29, 2011
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FED. R. APP. P. 26.1 CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Petitioner the Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”) is a public
interest research center in Washington, D.C. EPIC was established in 1994 to
focus public attention on emerging civil liberties issues and to protect privacy, the
First Amendment, and other Constitutional values. EPIC is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
corporation. EPIC has no parent, subsidiary, or affiliate. EPIC has never issued
shares or debt securities to the public.
Respectfully Submitted,
___/s/ Marc Rotenberg_____
MARC ROTENBERG
JOHN VERDI
GINGER MCCALL
Electronic Privacy Information
Center
1718 Connecticut Ave. NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 483-1140
Counsel for Petitioners Electronic Privacy
Information Center, Chip Pitts, and Bruce
Schneier

Dated: August 29, 2011
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CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE AND ITS IMPORTANCE
In the opinion of Petitioners, the following issues of law are presented: (1)
Whether the Fourth Amendment permits the government to capture the detailed,
naked images of all individuals who travel by commercial aircraft in the United
States, absent any suspicion that a particular individual poses any threat to aviation
security; and (2) Whether Transportation Security Officials may be deemed to
engage in “law enforcement activity” when the agency itself makes clear by
regulation that such personnel do not engage in such activity. As Petitioners also
seek a rehearing before the panel, two central issues of fact are also presented: (1)
Whether “AIT” detects “powders or liquids,” as the Court concluded; and (2)
Whether the TSA’s “measures to protect privacy” adequately protect individuals
from unreasonable searches and seizures, as the Court concluded.
On July 15, 2011, a panel of this Court held that the TSA’s deployment of
body scanner devices in the nation’s airports does not violate the Fourth
Amendment because of:
[T]he Supreme Court’s “repeated[] refus[al] to declare that only the least
intrusive search practicable can be reasonable under the Fourth
Amendment,” City of Ontario v. Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619, 2632 (2010)
(internal quotation marks omitted), and considering the measures taken by
the TSA to safeguard personal privacy, . . .
Slip. op. at 16. The panel further held that the TSA did not violate the Video
Voyeurism Prevention Act because the agency is engaged in “lawful law
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enforcement, correctional, or intelligence activity.” 18 U.S.C. § 1801(c) (2011).
Slip. op. at 13. The panel also found that the scanners produce an image that
“enables the operator … to detect nonmetallic objects, such as a liquid or powder
…” Slip. op at 3.
Petitioners dispute these conclusions of law and findings of fact. This
decision presents a matter of exceptional importance, and is contrary to the
holdings of other circuits. Fed. R. App. P. 35(a).
Because millions of American travelers are subject each day to the TSA’s
airport screening procedures, rehearing en banc is necessary because the panel’s
decision presents an issue of “exceptional importance” to the public. Fed. R. App.
P. 35(b)(1)(B). Moreover, the issues raised in this petition are of “exceptional
importance” because the panel’s decision “conflicts with the authoritative
decisions of other United States Courts of Appeals that have addressed the issue.”
Id. Finally, because the panel erroneously concluded that the “AIT” devices could
detect “liquid or powder” and that the measures taken by the TSA effectively
addressed privacy concerns, a panel rehearing or rehearing en banc is necessary.
The panel, absent support in the record or the briefs, overstated the ability of
the body scanners to detect threats to aviation security and understated the privacy
intrusion to air travelers. There is nothing in the record to support the conclusion
that the “AIT” devices detect powders and only minimal support for the conclusion

2
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that they detect liquids. Further, regarding the reasonableness of the search, the
Court considered only the image that is viewed by TSA officials and not the image
that is captured by the “AIT” device operated and deployed by the agency, which
the Fourth Amendment and VPPA analyses require. As a consequence, the panel’s
conclusion that the search is permissible under the Fourth Amendment and the
VPPA is not supported by the record or the law.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
In 2007, the TSA began testing Whole Body Imaging (“WBI”) devices (or
“Advanced Imaging Technology,” as the agency later recharacterized the
technology) at checkpoints in three airports in the United States as an “optional
method for screening selectees and other individuals requiring additional
screening.” AR at 044.008, 029.002. Until February 2009, only forty Whole Body
Imaging devices had been deployed in U.S. airports. Id. All were used for
secondary screening. Id.
In the spring of 2009, Respondent DHS made a determination, without the
public notice or comment required by the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C.
553(e), Slip op. at 2, 12, 18, that body scanners would be deployed as the primary
screening technique in U.S. airports. As one new report explained, “Initially the
machines were to be used only on passengers who set off the metal detectors, to
provide them with an option to the customary secondary physical pat-downs and

3
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inspections by electronic wand.” Joe Sharkey, Whole Body Scanners Past First
Airport Test, N.Y. Times, Apr. 6, 2009, at B6.
Shortly thereafter, Petitioner EPIC and a coalition of thirty organizations
petitioned DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano to suspend the body scanner program
and to conduct a formal rulemaking. Slip. op at 4. When the DHS failed to act on
the first petition, EPIC and a similar coalition of organizations again petitioned the
Secretary and charged that the pending deployment of body scanners in U.S.
airports violated the Fourth Amendment and several federal statues. Slip. op at 4-5.
The second petition also noted that “substantial questions have been recognized
about the effectiveness of the devices, . . .” AR. 125.013.
The claims set forth in the second petition were supported by documents,
including the technical specifications and vendors’ contracts for the “AIT,”
obtained by EPIC pursuant to a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit. Those
documents revealed that the devices were not designed to detect powdered
explosives but could store, record, and transfer naked images of any individual
subject to the screening procedure. AR at 088.012-031, 088.062.
Following the DHS’s failure to act on either EPIC petition, EPIC filed this
appeal of the agency’s rule on July 2, 2010.
ARGUMENT
I.

The TSA’s Deployment of Airport Body Scanners for Primary Screening in
U.S. Airports Presents a Matter of “Exceptional Importance” to the Public
4
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“A case may be of exceptional importance to the public if it concerns either
a unique issue of great moment to the community, or a recurring issue that is likely
to affect a large number of cases or persons.” Douglas H. Ginsburg & Donald Falk,
The Court En Banc: 1981-1990, 59 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1008, 1025 (1991).
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, in 2010, United States
airports handled 629,517,728 domestic passengers and 157,798,852 international
passengers on 8,701,397 domestic flights and 1,297,677 international flights.
Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Passengers: All Carriers – All Airports.1
Moreover, the TSA’s search techniques have generated thousands of complaints
from travelers who are subject to these methods without any reason to believe they
pose any risk to aviation security. See AR 56. There is no agency practice, subject
to the Fourth Amendment, that has in recent memory attracted more public
criticism, generated more controversy, or affects a larger number of individuals.
The panel’s ruling essentially permits the TSA to capture a detailed naked
image of each person traveling by air in the United States, absent any suspicion
that the individual poses any threat to aviation security. Such broad authority for an
intrusive, suspicionless search is without precedent. No court has ever come close
to approving such unbounded search authority. Further, travelers routinely report
that they are not notified of any alternative to the intrusive search or that when they
1
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seek an alternative they are treated in a punitive fashion. Moreover, the TSA has
been unable or unwilling to provide any evidence that this airport screening
procedure has identified, let alone prevented, any form of attack. Such an
unbounded, ineffective search is simply not reasonable. As Justice O’Connor
explained in U.S. v. Place, 462 U.S. 696 (1983), concerning the scope of airport
searches:
The exception to the probable-cause requirement for limited seizures
of the person recognized in Terry and its progeny rests on a balancing
of the competing interests to determine the reasonableness of the type
of seizure involved within the meaning of "the Fourth Amendment's
general proscription against unreasonable searches and seizures." We
must balance the nature and quality of the intrusion on the individual's
Fourth Amendment interests against the importance of the
governmental interests alleged to justify the intrusion.
Id. at 703 (internal citations omitted).
The Fourth Amendment assessment requires considering not only the
intrusiveness of the image of the traveler viewed by the TSA official, which was
the focus of panel’s analysis, Slip. op. at 16-18, but also the image of the traveler
captured by the agency’s device. It is the capture of that image, i.e. the actual,
unfiltered naked image of the individual that poses the ongoing privacy risk to the
public. This seizure, which occurs prior to the search, cannot be conducted absent
suspicion.

6
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On this basis as well, this case presents a matter of “exceptional
importance.” As Judge Ginsburg has observed about the practice of granting
petitions for rehearing en banc before the D.C. Circuit:
many if not all of the cases resolving constitutional issues were
reheard en banc probably because of their exceptional importance to
the public. Because the Constitution poses immovable limits to
executive and legislative action, and guarantees the public's most
fundamental rights, constitutional rulings are often by their nature
broader than the average resolution of a point of law.
Ginsburg (1991) at 1027 (emphasis added); see, e.g., Ledoux v. Dist. of Columbia,
833 F.2d 368 (D.C. Cir. 1987).
This case presents similar constitutional questions and should be reheard.
II.

The Panel’s Fourth Amendment Holding Conflicts with the Decisions of
Multiple Federal Circuits
The panel’s decision is contrary to the rulings of Third Circuit and Ninth

Circuit concerning the scope of permissible airport screening procedures. U. S. v.
Aukai, 497 F.3d 955 (9th Cir. 2007); United States v. Hartwell, 436 F.3d 174 (3d
Cir. 2006), and the panel’s reliance on Quon (a case concerning text messaging) to
the contrary is simply misplaced. In Aukai, the Ninth Circuit held that the TSA’s
administrative search authority is not boundless.
The scope of such searches is not limitless. A particular airport
security screening search is constitutionally reasonable provided that
it is no more extensive nor intensive than necessary, in the light of
current technology, to detect the presence of weapons or explosives
and that it is confined in good faith to that purpose.

7
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Aukai, 497 F.3d at 962 (citing U.S. v. Davis, 482 F.2d 893, 913 (9th Cir. 1973))
(emphasis added). Even when security interests are “legitimate and substantial,”
the interests “cannot be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal
liberties when the end can be more narrowly achieved.” Shelton v. Tucker, 364
U.S. 479, 488 (1960). Fourth Amendment safeguards “dictate a critical
examination of each element of the airport security program.” Davis, 482 F.2d at
913.
Both circuit courts required predicate facts supporting individualized
suspicion before determining that the airport searches were consistent with the
Fourth Amendment. Aukai, 497 F.3d at 955; Hartwell, 436 F.3d at 174. These
circuits have required that airport security searches be “minimally intrusive,”
“well-tailored to protect personal privacy,” and “neither more extensive nor more
intensive than necessary under the circumstances to rule out the presence of
weapons or explosives.” Hartwell, 436 F.3d at 180; Aukai, 497 F.3d at 962.
Searches are reasonable if they “escalat[e] in invasiveness only after a lower level
of screening disclose[s] a reason to conduct a more probing search.” Hartwell, 436
F.3d at 180.
In the present case, the panel relied on dicta in the Supreme Court’s Quon
decision regarding “Supreme Court’s ‘repeated[] refus[al] to declare that only the
least intrusive search practicable can be reasonable under the Fourth Amendment,’

8
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130 S. Ct. at 2632 (2010).” Slip. op. at 16. But in Quon, the Court found that the
search “was also not ‘excessively intrusive.’” Quon at 13. (citing O’Connor
plurality in O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709, 726) and also that the state official
had taken specific steps to redact all messages unrelated to the investigation.
Moreover, the Court in Quon said that “the extent of an expectation is relevant to
assessing whether the search was too intrusive.” Id. at 13. While the Court did find
the fact that “the search did reveal intimate details of Quon’s life [did] not make it
unreasonable,” the Court concluded that the search was “permissible in its scope”
because “under the circumstances a reasonable employer would not expect that
such a review would intrude on such matters.” Id. at 14.
Here the agency routinely intrudes into such intimate matters. In fact, it has
designed, procured, and deployed devices that are specifically intended to examine
the most “intimate details” of travelers without any suspicion. The agency need not
engage in the least intrusive search, but the search must be reasonable and consider
both the effectiveness of the search and the intrusiveness of the technique.
The panel’s reliance on Quon is misplaced, particularly in light of the
limitations that the Court has recently found concerning searches of the naked
human body when there are insufficient facts to justify the search of a particular
individual. See Safford Unified Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. Redding, 129 S. Ct. 2633, 2642
(2009) (A search must “reasonably relate in scope to the circumstances which

9
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justified the interference in the first place.”) As such, the panel decision conflicts
with recent decisions of both the Ninth and Third Circuits, which have found the
need for predicate facts to justify an intrusive search of individuals at airports.
III.

The Panel Erroneously Concluded that Body Scanners Can Detect Liquids
and Powders
The panel, acting as finder of fact, concluded that a body scanner “enables

the operator of the machine to detect a nonmetallic object, such as a liquid or
powder . . .” Slip op. at 3. This finding is central to the panel’s Fourth Amendment
analysis as the panel concluded that the “balance clearly favors the Government
here . . . crucially, an AIT scanner, unlike a magnetometer, is capable of detecting,
and therefore of deterring, attempts to carry aboard airplanes explosives in liquid
or powder form.” Slip op. at 17.
However, the record does not support the panel’s conclusion. Even
Respondent did not contend that the “AIT” could detect powdered explosives.
Nowhere in the brief did Respondent make this claim. The only two references to
“powders” in Respondents Brief did not describe capabilities of the “AIT” devices.
See id. at 3 . Nor did Respondent represent that body scanners can detect liquids
outside of a dense container. Respondent describes the possible detection of a
“small bottle of contract lens solution.” Resp’t Br. at 15. It is the presence of the
bottle, a dense non-metallic object, that enables detection.

10
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Petitioner is well aware of why Respondent could not make these
representations. Prior to the initiation of this lawsuit, Petitioner undertook
extensive FOIA litigation and obtained the technical specifications and vendors’
contracts for the “AITs”. According to these documents, which are included in the
record, airport body scanners are designed to detect dense, non-metallic objects,
such as plastic guns and ceramic knives. AR 088.25. The devices are not designed
to detect powders and do not detect liquids enclosed in non-dense containers.
The panel assumed critical facts that the Respondent DHS did not argue and
that Petitioner EPIC does not concede. Because there is nothing in the record to
support the panel’s conclusion that the TSA’s body scanners can in fact detect
liquids or powders, and as this determination is central to the panel’s Fourth
Amendment analysis, this Court should reconsider the matter and grant EPIC’s
petition for a rehearing.
IV.

En Banc Review is Particularly Important When the Panel Sits as Finder of
Fact
When considering the propriety of en banc review, the “two categories set

out in 35(a) are not exclusive of others.” Ginsburg (1991) at 1052. In this case, the
panel sat as both interpreter of law and finder of fact. No factual findings were
made by a District Court or in an administrative proceeding. The present case
arises from EPIC’s challenge to the DHS’s failure to conduct notice and comment
rulemaking under the APA. Thus, EPIC challenges the DHS’s failure to conduct
11
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just the sort of administrative proceeding that would typically generate a robust
factual record. In addition, no trial court sat as finder of fact, because EPIC filed its
appeal of the agency’s action in this Court as required by 49 U.S.C. § 46110
(2011) and Fed. R. App. P. 15.
The Court of Appeals has granted en banc review in many cases in which
the panel sits as a finder of fact. See e.g., Ruggiero v. Federal Communications
Commission, 278 F.3d 1323 (D.C. Cir. 2002), rev’d en banc, 317 F.3d 239 (D.C.
Cir. 2003); Hoffman Plastic Compounds v. National Labor Relations Board, 208
F.3d 229 (D.C. Cir. 2000), aff’d en banc, 237 F.3d 639 (D.C. Cir. 2001), rev’d 535
U.S. 137 (2002); Diamond Walnut Growers v. National Labor Relations Board, 80
F.3d 485 (D.C. Cir. 1996), rev’d in part en banc, 113 F.3d 1259 (D.C. Cir. 1997);
Alliance for Community Media v. Federal Communications Commission, 10 F.3d
812 (D.C. Cir. 1993), rev’ in part en banc, 58 F.3d 654 (D.C. Cir. 1995); Coalition
for Preservation of Hispanic Broadcasting v. Federal Communications
Commission, 893 F.2d 1349 (D.C .Cir. 1990), aff’d in part and vacated in part en
banc, 931 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1991); Nuclear Information and Resource Service v.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 918 F.2d 189 (D.C. Cir. 1990), rev’d en
banc, 969 F.2d 1169 (D.C. Cir. 1992); Center for Auto Safety, v. Thomas, 806 F.2d
1071 (D.C. Cir. 1987), rev’d en banc, 856 F.2d 1557 (D.C. Cir. 1988); ClarkCowlitz Joint Operating Agency v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 775
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F.2d 366 (D.C. Cir. 1986), aff’d in part en banc, 826 F.2d 1074 (D.C. Cir. 1987);
Jersey Central Power and Light v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 730
F.2d 816 (D.C. Cir. 1984), rev’d en banc 768 F.2d 1500 (D.C. Cir. 1984); San Luis
Obispo Mothers for Peace, v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 751 F.2d 1287
(D.C. Cir. 1984), aff’d en banc, 789 F.2d 26 (D.C. Cir. 1985); The Process Gas
Consumers Group v. U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture, 694 F.2d 728 (D.C. Cir. 1981),
aff’d en banc, 694 F.2d 778 (D.C. Cir. 1982).
This case also sits at the nexus of two subject areas – review of
administrative action and constitutional law – most likely to be reheard by the D.C.
Circuit en banc. Douglas H. Ginsburg & Brian M. Boynton, The Court En Banc:
1991-2002, 70 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 259, 260 (2002).
V.

The Panel Erroneously Concluded that TSA Body Scanner Screening is a
“Law Enforcement, Correctional, or Intelligence Gathering Activity”
The Video Voyeurism Prevention Act of 2004 specifically prohibits the

intentional “capture [of] an image of a private area of an individual without their
consent, and knowingly does so under circumstances in which the individual has a
reasonable expectation of privacy, . . .” 18 U.S.C. §1801 (2011) (emphasis added).
The “private area of the individual” is defined as “the naked or undergarment clad
genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or female breast of that individual.” 18 U.S.C.
§1801(b)(3) (2011). The Act contains an exception for “any lawful law
enforcement, correctional, or intelligence activity.” 18 U.S.C. §1801(c) (2011).
13
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The panel ruled that TSA’s body scanner program falls within the §1801(c)
exception. Slip op. at 13. In the words of the panel, the “argument the TSA does
not engage in ‘law enforcement, correctional, or intelligence activity’ borders upon
the silly, . . .” Id.
However, this “silly” interpretation follows directly from the regulations of
the Office of Personal Management (“OPM”) and from the agency’s own
regulations concerning “law enforcement” activity. According to the OPM,
Law enforcement officer means an employee, the duties of whose
position are primarily the investigation, apprehension, or detention of
individuals suspected or convicted of offenses against the criminal
laws of the United States, … (See 5 U.S.C. § 8331(20).) The
definition does not include an employee whose primary duties involve
maintaining law and order, protecting life and property, guarding
against or inspecting for violations of law, or investigating persons
other than persons who are suspected or convicted of offenses against
the criminal laws of the United States.
5 C.F.R. § 831.902, § 831.902 (2011). For the purposes of Air Transportation
Security, “law enforcement personnel” means individuals “(1) authorized to carry
and use firearms; (2) vested with the degree of the police power of arrest the Under
Secretary of Transportation for Security considers necessary to carry out this
section; and (3) identifiable by appropriate indicia of authority.” 49 U.S.C. § 44903
(2011) (emphasis added). See, e.g., 49 U.S.C. § 44917 (2011) (“Deployment of
Federal Air Marshalls.”) According to the TSA Position Standards:
a law enforcement officer is a TSA employee who is authorized by the
Assistant Secretary or designee, to carry a firearm and occupies a position as
14
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a Criminal Investigator (1811), Federal Air Marshal (1801), or
Transportation Security Specialist (1801) as described below.
TSA Management Directive No. 1100.88-1 (“Law Enforcement Position Standards
and Hiring Requirements”). A Transportation Security Specialist is defined as:
An individual, in the Office of Law Enforcement, Office of Security, whose
primary duties and responsibilities include conducting, monitoring, and
coordinating criminal and administrative investigations of non-TSA
personnel, which may lead to potential criminal, civil, or administrative
actions as part of protecting and securing TSA facilities.
Id; see also TSA, Transportation Security Positions2 (listing TSO Career
Progression Positions and noting also “Other TSA Positions,” including
“Transportation Security Specialist.”).
Transportation Security Officers are simply not engaged in “law
enforcement” activity. As such, they are subject to the prohibition contained in the
Video Voyeurism Prevention Act.
CONCLUSION
WHEREFORE, Petitioners respectfully request that this case be reheard by
the panel or the Court en banc.

Respectfully submitted,

___/s/ Marc Rotenberg_____
2

http://www.tsa.gov/join/benefits/soar/tsa/index.shtm.
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GINSBURG, Circuit Judge:
The Electronic Privacy
Information Center (EPIC) and two individuals petition for
review of a decision by the Transportation Security
Administration to screen airline passengers by using advanced
imaging technology instead of magnetometers. They argue
this use of AIT violates various federal statutes and the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and, in
any event, should have been the subject of notice-andcomment rulemaking before being adopted. Although we are
not persuaded by any of the statutory or constitutional
arguments against the rule, we agree the TSA has not justified
its failure to issue notice and solicit comments. We therefore
grant the petition in part.
I.

Background

By statute, anyone seeking to board a commercial airline
flight must be screened by the TSA in order to ensure he is
not “carrying unlawfully a dangerous weapon, explosive, or
other destructive substance.”
49 U.S.C. §§ 44901(a),
44902(a)(1). The Congress generally has left it to the agency
to prescribe the details of the screening process, which the
TSA has documented in a set of Standard Operating
Procedures not available to the public. In addition to the
SOPs, the agency has promulgated a blanket regulation
barring any person from entering the so-called “sterile area”
of an airport, the area on the departure side of the security
apparatus, “without complying with the systems, measures, or
procedures being applied to control access to, or presence or
movement in, such area[].” 49 C.F.R. § 1540.105(a)(2). The
Congress did, however, in 2004, direct the TSA to “give a
high priority to developing, testing, improving, and
deploying” at airport screening checkpoints a new technology
“that detects nonmetallic, chemical, biological, and
radiological weapons, and explosives, in all forms.”
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Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004,
Pub. L. No. 108-458, § 4013(a), 118 Stat. 3719 (codified at 49
U.S.C. § 44925(a)).
The TSA responded to this directive by contracting with
private vendors to develop AIT for use at airports. The
agency has procured two different types of AIT scanner, one
that uses millimeter wave technology, which relies upon radio
frequency energy, and another that uses backscatter
technology, which employs low-intensity X-ray beams. Each
technology is designed to produce a crude image of an
unclothed person, who must stand in the scanner for several
seconds while it generates the image. That image enables the
operator of the machine to detect a nonmetallic object, such as
a liquid or powder — which a magnetometer cannot detect —
without touching the passengers coming through the
checkpoint.
The TSA began to deploy AIT scanners in 2007 in order
to provide additional or “secondary” screening of selected
passengers who had already passed through a magnetometer.
In 2009 the TSA initiated a field test in which it used AIT as a
means of primary screening at a limited number of airports.
Based upon the apparent success of the test, the TSA decided
early in 2010 to use the scanners everywhere for primary
screening. By the end of that year the TSA was operating 486
scanners at 78 airports; it plans to add 500 more scanners
before the end of this year.
No passenger is ever required to submit to an AIT scan.
Signs at the security checkpoint notify passengers they may
opt instead for a patdown, which the TSA claims is the only
effective alternative method of screening passengers. A
passenger who does not want to pass through an AIT scanner
may ask that the patdown be performed by an officer of the
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same sex and in private. Many passengers nonetheless remain
unaware of this right, and some who have exercised the right
have complained that the resulting patdown was unnecessarily
aggressive.
The TSA has also taken steps to mitigate the effect a scan
using AIT might have upon passenger privacy: Each image
produced by a scanner passes through a filter to obscure facial
features and is viewable on a computer screen only by an
officer sitting in a remote and secure room. As soon as the
passenger has been cleared, moreover, the image is deleted;
the officer cannot retain the image on his computer, nor is he
permitted to bring a cell phone or camera into the secure
room. In addition to these measures to protect privacy, the
agency has commissioned two studies of the safety of the
scanners that use backscatter technology, each of which has
found the scanners emit levels of radiation well within
acceptable limits. Millimeter wave scanners are also tested to
ensure they meet accepted standards for safety.
The petitioners, for their part, have long been unsatisfied
with the TSA’s efforts to protect passengers’ privacy and
health from the risks associated with AIT. In May 2009 more
than 30 organizations, including the petitioner EPIC, sent a
letter to the Secretary of Homeland Security, in which they
objected to the use of AIT as a primary means of screening
passengers. They asked that the TSA cease using AIT in that
capacity pending “a 90-day formal public rulemaking
process.” The TSA responded with a letter addressing the
organizations’ substantive concerns but ignoring their request
for rulemaking.
Nearly a year later, in April 2010, the EPIC and a slightly
different group of organizations sent the Secretary and her
Chief Privacy Officer a second letter, denominated a “petition
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for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of a rule” pursuant to 5
U.S.C. § 553(e). They argued the use of AIT for primary
screening violates the Privacy Act; a provision of the
Homeland Security Act requiring the Chief Privacy Officer
upon the issuance of a new rule to prepare a privacy impact
assessment; the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA);
and the Fourth Amendment. In May the TSA again
responded by letter, clarifying some factual matters,
responding to the legal challenges, and taking the position it is
not required to initiate a rulemaking each time it changes
screening procedures. In July, the EPIC, joined by two
members of its advisory board who travel frequently and have
been subjected to AIT screening by the TSA, petitioned this
court for review.
II. Analysis
The petitioners focus their opening brief upon their
substantive challenges to the TSA’s decision to use AIT for
initial screening. They raise all the legal claims foreshadowed
in their request for rulemaking, as well as a claim under the
Video Voyeurism Prevention Act. As explained below,
however, our attention is most drawn to their procedural
argument that the TSA should have engaged in notice-andcomment rulemaking.
A. Notice and Comment
In their opening brief, the petitioners argue the TSA
“refus[ed] to process” and “effectively ignored” their 2010
letter, which was “explicitly marked as a ‘petition’” for
rulemaking under § 553. The TSA responds that the
petitioners did not petition “for the issuance, amendment, or
repeal of a rule,” as authorized by § 553(e), because “the
relief actually sought [was] ... the immediate suspension of
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the AIT program.” A construction of § 553(e) that excludes
any petition with a goal beyond mere process is dubious at
best, and the agency offers no authority for it. The petitioners
were clearly seeking “amendment[] or repeal of a rule”; that
their aim was expressed in terms of the substance of the rule
surely does not work against them. Indeed, we would be
surprised to find many petitions for rulemaking that do not
identify the substantive outcome the petitioner wants the
agency to reach. *
Anticipating this conclusion, the TSA next argues it
responded appropriately to the petition by denying it. We will
set aside an agency’s decision to deny a petition for
rulemaking only if it is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 5
U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). Moreover, “an agency's refusal to
institute rulemaking proceedings is at the high end of the
range of levels of deference we give to agency action under
our arbitrary and capricious review.” Defenders of Wildlife v.
Gutierrez, 532 F.3d 913, 919 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (internal
quotation marks omitted). Here, however, the TSA denied the
petition on the ground it “is not required to initiate APA
rulemaking procedures each time the agency develops and
implements improved passenger screening procedures.”
Because this position rests upon an interpretation of the
Administrative Procedure Act, the crux of our review turns
upon our analysis of that statute. See Am. Horse Prot. Ass’n,
Inc. v. Lyng, 812 F.2d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (court may
overturn decision to deny petition for rulemaking if based

*

We have no need to reach petitioners’ claim the TSA
unreasonably delayed in responding to their 2009 letter; our remand
to the agency of their 2010 petition for rulemaking gives them all
the relief they would obtain in any event.
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7
upon “plain errors of law” (internal quotation marks
omitted)).
We turn, then, to §§ 553(b) and (c) of the APA, which
generally require an agency to publish notice of a proposed
rule in the Federal Register and to solicit and consider public
comments upon its proposal. See U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC,
400 F.3d 29, 34 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (“This court and many
commentators have generally referred to the category of rules
to which the notice-and-comment requirements do apply as
‘legislative rules’”). As the TSA points out, however, the
statute does provide certain exceptions to this standard
procedure; in particular, as set forth in § 553(b)(3)(A), the
notice and comment requirements do not apply “to
interpretative rules, general statements of policy, or rules of
agency organization, procedure, or practice.” The TSA
argues its decision to use AIT for primary screening comes
within all three listed categories and therefore is not a
“legislative rule” subject to notice and comment.
1.

Procedural Rule

We consider first the TSA’s argument it has announced a
rule of “agency organization, procedure, or practice,” which
our cases refer to as a “procedural rule.” In general, a
procedural rule “does not itself ‘alter the rights or interests of
parties, although it may alter the manner in which the parties
present themselves or their viewpoints to the agency.’”
Chamber of Commerce of U.S. v. DOL, 174 F.3d 206, 211
(D.C. Cir. 1999) (quoting Batterton v. Marshall, 648 F.2d
694, 707 (D.C. Cir. 1980)). That is, the rule does “not impose
new substantive burdens.” Aulenback, Inc. v. Fed. Highway
Admin., 103 F.3d 156, 169 (D.C. Cir. 1997). As we have
noted before, however, a rule with a “substantial impact”
upon the persons subject to it is not necessarily a substantive
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rule under § 553(b)(3)(A). See Pub. Citizen v. Dep’t of State,
276 F.3d 634, 640–41 (2002). Further, the distinction
between substantive and procedural rules is “one of degree”
depending upon “whether the substantive effect is sufficiently
grave so that notice and comment are needed to safeguard the
policies underlying the APA.” Lamoille Valley R.R. Co. v.
ICC, 711 F.2d 295, 328 (D.C. Cir. 1983). Those policies, as
we have elsewhere observed, are to serve “the need for public
participation in agency decisionmaking,” Chamber of
Commerce, 174 F.3d at 211, and to ensure the agency has all
pertinent information before it when making a decision, Am.
Hosp. Ass’n v. Bowen, 834 F.2d 1037, 1044 (1987). In order
to further these policies, the exception for procedural rules
“must be narrowly construed.” United States v. Picciotto, 875
F.2d 345, 347 (D.C. Cir. 1989).
Of course, stated at a high enough level of generality, the
new policy imposes no new substantive obligations upon
airline passengers: The requirement that a passenger pass
through a security checkpoint is hardly novel, the prohibition
against boarding a plane with a weapon or an explosive
device even less so. But this overly abstract account of the
change in procedure at the checkpoint elides the privacy
interests at the heart of the petitioners’ concern with AIT.
Despite the precautions taken by the TSA, it is clear that by
producing an image of the unclothed passenger, an AIT
scanner intrudes upon his or her personal privacy in a way a
magnetometer does not. Therefore, regardless whether this is
a “new substantive burden,” see Aulenback, 103 F.3d at 169,
the change substantively affects the public to a degree
sufficient to implicate the policy interests animating noticeand-comment rulemaking. Cf. Pickus v. Bd. of Parole, 507
F.2d 1107, 1113–14 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (rules governing parole
hearings not procedural because they went “beyond formality
and substantially affect[ed]” prisoners’ liberty). Indeed, few
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if any regulatory procedures impose directly and significantly
upon so many members of the public. Not surprisingly,
therefore, much public concern and media coverage have
been focused upon issues of privacy, safety, and efficacy,
each of which no doubt would have been the subject of many
comments had the TSA seen fit to solicit comments upon a
proposal to use AIT for primary screening. To confirm these
issues were relevant to the TSA’s deliberations about AIT, we
need look no further than its assurances to that effect in its
response to the petitioners’ 2010 letter: “AIT screening has
proven effective in addressing ever-changing security threats,
and numerous independent studies have addressed health
concerns. TSA has carefully considered the important ...
privacy issues.” For these reasons, the TSA’s use of AIT for
primary screening has the hallmark of a substantive rule and,
therefore, unless the rule comes within some other exception,
it should have been the subject of notice and comment.
2.

Interpretive Rule

The TSA next tries to justify having proceeded without
notice and comment on the ground that it announced only an
“interpretative” rule advising the public of its current
understanding of the statutory charge to develop and deploy
new technologies for the detection of terrorist weapons. For
their part, the petitioners argue the rule is legislative rather
than interpretive because it “effectively amends a prior
legislative rule,” Am. Mining Congress v. Mine Safety &
Health Admin., 995 F.2d 1106, 1112 (D.C. Cir. 1993), to wit,
the secondary use of AIT only to back-up primary screening
performed with magnetometers. See also Sprint Corp. v.
FCC, 315 F.3d 369, 374 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (“an amendment to
a legislative rule must itself be legislative” (internal quotation
marks omitted)).
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The practical question inherent in the distinction between
legislative and interpretive regulations is whether the new rule
effects “a substantive regulatory change” to the statutory or
regulatory regime. U.S. Telecom Ass’n, 400 F.3d at 34–40
(FCC effected substantive change when it required wireline
telephone carriers to permit customers to transfer their
telephone numbers to wireless carriers). For the reasons
discussed in Part II.A.1, we conclude the TSA’s policy
substantially changes the experience of airline passengers and
is therefore not merely “interpretative” either of the statute
directing the TSA to detect weapons likely to be used by
terrorists or of the general regulation requiring that passengers
comply with all TSA screening procedures. Although the
statute, 49 U.S.C. § 44925, does require the TSA to develop
and test advanced screening technology, it does not
specifically require the TSA to deploy AIT scanners let alone
use them for primary screening. Concededly, there is some
merit in the TSA’s argument it has done no more than resolve
an ambiguity inherent in its statutory and regulatory authority,
but the purpose of the APA would be disserved if an agency
with a broad statutory command (here, to detect weapons)
could avoid notice-and-comment rulemaking simply by
promulgating a comparably broad regulation (here, requiring
passengers to clear a checkpoint) and then invoking its power
to interpret that statute and regulation in binding the public to
a strict and specific set of obligations.
3.

General Statement of Policy

Finally, the TSA argues notice and comment is not
required because, rather than promulgating a legislative rule,
the agency, in announcing it will use AIT for primary
screening, made a “general statement[] of policy.” The
question raised by the policy exception “is whether a
statement is ... of present binding effect”; if it is, then the
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APA calls for notice and comment. McLouth Steel Prods.
Corp. v. Thomas, 838 F.2d 1317, 1320 (D.C. Cir. 1988). Our
cases “make clear that an agency pronouncement will be
considered binding as a practical matter if it either appears on
its face to be binding, or is applied by the agency in a way
that indicates it is binding.” Gen. Elec. Co. v. EPA, 290 F.3d
377, 383 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (internal citation omitted); see also
Chamber of Commerce, 174 F.3d at 212–13. It is enough for
the agency’s statement to “purport to bind” those subject to it,
that is, to be cast in “mandatory language” so “the affected
private parties are reasonably led to believe that failure to
conform will bring adverse consequences.” Gen. Elec., 290
F.3d at 383–84 (internal quotation marks omitted).
The TSA seems to think it significant that there are no
AIT scanners at some airports and the agency retains the
discretion to stop using the scanners where they are in place.
More clearly significant is that a passenger is bound to
comply with whatever screening procedure the TSA is using
on the date he is to fly at the airport from which his flight
departs. 49 C.F.R. § 1540.105(a)(2) (no passenger may enter
the “sterile area” of an airport “without complying with the
systems, measures, or procedures being applied to control
access to” that area). To be sure, he can opt for a patdown
but, as the TSA conceded at oral argument, the agency has not
argued that option makes its screening procedures nonbinding
and we therefore do not consider the possibility. We are left,
then, with the argument that a passenger is not bound to
comply with the set of choices presented by the TSA when he
arrives at the security checkpoint, which is absurd. *
*

The TSA’s argument it has not promulgated a “rule” also fails
because the question at issue is again whether the agency’s
pronouncement is or purports to be binding. Cf. Amoco Prod. Co.
v. Watson, 410 F.3d 722, 732 (D.C. Cir. 2005).
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In sum, the TSA has advanced no justification for having
failed to conduct a notice-and-comment rulemaking. We
therefore remand this matter to the agency for further
proceedings. Because vacating the present rule would
severely disrupt an essential security operation, however, and
the rule is, as we explain below, otherwise lawful, we shall
not vacate the rule, but we do nonetheless expect the agency
to act promptly on remand to cure the defect in its
promulgation. See Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Nuclear Regulatory
Comm’n, 988 F.2d 146, 150–51 (D.C. Cir. 1993).
The agency asks us to “make clear that on remand, TSA
is free to invoke the APA’s ‘good cause’ exception” to noticeand-comment rulemaking, 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(B) (exception
“when the agency for good cause finds ... that notice and
public procedure thereon are impracticable, unnecessary, or
contrary to the public interest”). We have no occasion to
express a view upon this possibility other than to note we do
not reach it.
B. Substantive Claims
We turn next to the statutory and constitutional claims
raised by the petitioners. None of their arguments, as we
explain below, warrants granting relief.
1.

Statutory Claims

The petitioners argue first that capturing images of
passengers is unlawful under the Video Voyeurism
Prevention Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1801, a claim the TSA urges
should be dismissed because it was not raised before the
agency. See 49 U.S.C. § 46110(d) (“court may consider an
objection to an order ... only if the objection was made in the
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proceeding conducted by the [agency] or if there was a
reasonable ground for not making the objection in the
proceeding”). As the petitioners argue, however, § 46110(d)
presupposes there was an agency “proceeding” where the
party could advance its argument in the first instance, the
absence of which is the very matter at issue here. The TSA
more helpfully reminds us the VVPA “does not [apply to] any
lawful law enforcement, correctional, or intelligence activity.”
18 U.S.C. § 1801(c). Because the only “unlawfulness” the
petitioners claim in order to get around that exception is the
alleged violation of the Fourth Amendment, which we reject
below, and their argument the TSA does not engage in “law
enforcement, correctional, or intelligence activity” borders
upon the silly, we conclude the exception applies here.
The petitioners next argue the TSA’s use of AIT violates
the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, a statute that applies only
insofar as the Government maintains a “system of records”
from which it can retrieve a record by using an individual’s
name or other identifying information, see id. § 552a(a)(5),
(e)(4); Maydak v. United States, 363 F.3d 512, 515 (D.C. Cir.
2004). Here the TSA points out it does not maintain data
from AIT scanners in a “system of records” linked to names
or any other identifier. Even if, as the petitioners speculate,
the TSA has the ability to combine various sources of
information and then to link names to the images produced
using AIT, their Privacy Act claim still fails because they
offer no reason to believe the TSA has in fact done that. See
Henke v. Dep’t of Commerce, 83 F.3d 1453, 1460–61 (D.C.
Cir. 1996) (“retrieval capability is not sufficient to create a
system of records”).
The petitioners also claim the Chief Privacy Officer of
the DHS failed to discharge her statutory duties generally to
“assur[e] that the use of technologies” does not “erode[]
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privacy protections” and, more specifically, to make an
assessment of the rule’s impact upon privacy. See 6 U.S.C. §
142(a)(1), (4). The CPO has, however, prepared three privacy
impact assessments of the AIT program. Although, as the
petitioners point out, the CPO made those assessments before
the agency decided to extend the use of AIT from primary
screening at six airports and secondary screening at selected
others to primary screening at every airport, she also
explained she would update the assessments “as needed.”
Mary Ellen Callahan, Privacy Impact Assessment Update for
TSA Whole Body Imaging 10 (July 23, 2009). We infer from
the absence of any subsequent assessment a determination by
the CPO that her prior efforts remain sufficient to cover the
impact upon privacy of the expanded use of AIT, see
Lichoulas v. FERC, 606 F.3d 769, 780 n.8 (D.C. Cir. 2010)
(presumption of regularity attaches to actions by
administrative officials); the petitioners have failed to show
that determination is arbitrary or capricious, see 5 U.S.C. §
706(2)(A). As for the broad claim under § 142(a)(1) that the
CPO has not done enough to safeguard privacy, the
petitioners make no more specific objection that would enable
us to disturb the CPO’s conclusion that the privacy
protections built into the AIT program are sufficiently
“strong.” Therefore this argument fails as well.
Last, the petitioners claim the use of AIT violates the
RFRA, 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq., because revealing a
person’s naked body “offends the sincerely held beliefs of
Muslims and other religious groups.” The TSA argues that
Nadhira Al-Khalili, the only person the petitioners assert has
any religiously founded objection to AIT, is not a proper party
because she is not named in the petition for review, see FED.
R. APP. P. 15(a) (petition must “name each party seeking
review”); indeed, she first appeared as a purported party in the
petitioners’ opening brief. The petitioners respond that their
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opening brief should be treated as a complaint is treated in the
district court, that is, as the appropriate document in which to
list the complaining parties. They provide no reasoning to
support this assertion and the case they cite actually says
something quite different: “‘A petition for review ... is
analogous to a complaint[,] in which all parties must be
named.’” Elkins Carmen v. STB, 170 F.3d 1144, 1145 (D.C.
Cir. 1999) (quoting FED. R. APP. P. 15(a) advisory
committee’s note).
Next, the petitioners contend their claims and AlKhalili’s should be considered as one because she is legal
counsel for an organization that was a party to their 2010
letter, the TSA’s response to which is here under review. The
case they cite for support, Rampengan v. Gonzales, 206 F.
App’x 248, 252 (4th Cir. 2006), concerned a family of four
who had jointly applied for asylum and, having been treated
in an administrative proceeding as a single party under the
husband’s name, listed only his name in their petition for
review of the administrative decision. Al-Khalili, in contrast,
claims no familial or agency or other formal relationship with
any other petitioner; her employer, despite having joined the
letter to the TSA, did not petition for review. Accordingly,
neither Al-Khalili nor her employer is before us and, there
being no actual petitioner with standing to assert a religious
injury cognizable under the RFRA, see Lujan v. Defenders of
Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-61 (1992) (no standing absent an
injury-in-fact fairly traceable to the challenged conduct and
likely to be redressed by a favorable decision); see also Warth
v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 499 (1975) (litigant “generally must
assert his own legal rights and interests, and cannot rest his
claim to relief on the legal rights or interests of third parties”),
that claim must be dismissed.
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2.

Fourth Amendment Claim

Finally, the petitioners argue that using AIT for primary
screening violates the Fourth Amendment because it is more
invasive than is necessary to detect weapons or explosives. In
view of the Supreme Court’s “repeated[] refus[al] to declare
that only the least intrusive search practicable can be
reasonable under the Fourth Amendment,” City of Ontario v.
Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619, 2632 (2010) (internal quotation marks
omitted), and considering the measures taken by the TSA to
safeguard personal privacy, we hold AIT screening does not
violate the Fourth Amendment.
As other circuits have held, and as the Supreme Court has
strongly suggested, screening passengers at an airport is an
“administrative search” because the primary goal is not to
determine whether any passenger has committed a crime but
rather to protect the public from a terrorist attack. See United
States v. Aukai, 497 F.3d 955, 958–63 (9th Cir. 2007) (en
banc) (passenger search at airport checkpoint); United States
v. Hartwell, 436 F.3d 174, 178–81 (3d Cir. 2006) (Alito, J.)
(same); United States v. Edwards, 498 F.2d 496, 499–501 (2d
Cir. 1974) (Friendly, J.) (carry-on baggage search at airport);
see also Illinois v. Lidster, 540 U.S. 419 (2004) (police set up
checkpoint to obtain information about earlier crash); Mich.
Dep’t of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444 (1990) (sobriety
checkpoint). An administrative search does not require
individualized suspicion. City of Indianapolis v. Edmond,
531 U.S. 32, 41, 47–48 (2000) (individualized suspicion
required when police checkpoint is “primarily [for] general
crime control,” that is, “to detect evidence of ordinary
criminal wrongdoing” unlike “searches at places like airports
... where the need for such measures to ensure public safety
can be particularly acute”).
Instead, whether an
administrative search is “unreasonable” within the
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condemnation of the Fourth Amendment “is determined by
assessing, on the one hand, the degree to which it intrudes
upon an individual's privacy and, on the other, the degree to
which it is needed for the promotion of legitimate
governmental interests.” United States v. Knights, 534 U.S.
112, 118-19 (2001) (internal quotation marks omitted).
That balance clearly favors the Government here. The
need to search airline passengers “to ensure public safety can
be particularly acute,” Edmond, 531 U.S. at 47–48, and,
crucially, an AIT scanner, unlike a magnetometer, is capable
of detecting, and therefore of deterring, attempts to carry
aboard airplanes explosives in liquid or powder form. On the
other side of the balance, we must acknowledge the steps the
TSA has already taken to protect passenger privacy, in
particular distorting the image created using AIT and deleting
it as soon as the passenger has been cleared. More telling,
any passenger may opt-out of AIT screening in favor of a
patdown, which allows him to decide which of the two
options for detecting a concealed, nonmetallic weapon or
explosive is least invasive.
Contrary to the EPIC’s argument, it is not determinative
that AIT is not the last step in a potentially escalating series of
search techniques. In Hartwell, from which the petitioners
tease out this argument, the Third Circuit upheld an airport
search that started with a walk-through magnetometer, thence
to scanning with a hand-held magnetometer and, when the
TSA officer encountered a bulge in the passenger’s pocket,
progressed (according to the passenger) to the officer’s
removing a package of crack cocaine from that pocket. 436
F.3d at 175–76. The court noted, however, that its opinion,
while describing the search at issue there as “minimally
intrusive,” did “not purport to set the outer limits of
intrusiveness in the airport context.” Id. at 180 & n.10.
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Nothing in Hartwell, that is, suggests the AIT scanners must
be minimally intrusive to be consistent with the Fourth
Amendment.
III. Conclusion
To sum up, first, we grant the petition for review insofar
as it claims the TSA has not justified its failure to initiate
notice-and-comment rulemaking before announcing it would
use AIT scanners for primary screening. None of the
exceptions urged by the TSA justifies its failure to give notice
of and receive comment upon such a rule, which is legislative
and not merely interpretive, procedural, or a general statement
of policy. Second, we deny the petition with respect to the
petitioners’ statutory arguments and their claim under the
Fourth Amendment, except their claim under the RFRA,
which we dismiss for lack of standing. Finally, due to the
obvious need for the TSA to continue its airport security
operations without interruption, we remand the rule to the
TSA but do not vacate it, and instruct the agency promptly to
proceed in a manner consistent with this opinion.
So ordered.
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